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9 DAYS OF INTENSIVE VOCAL STYLE TRAINING & WORKSHOPS
guided by the world’s most renowned teachers.

DAILY LESSONS
by certified voice coaches from the Modern Vocal Training institute

17 SPECIALIZED WORKSHOPS 
including: Jazz, Rock, Gospel, Performance, Musical Theatre, Style, A’cappella, 
Musicality, African Choir, Rhythm for singers, Stage Fright, etc 

14 ADDITIONAL WORKSHOPS 
including: Vocal Effects, Bulgarian Harmonies, African Choir, Improvised Musical, 
How to sing quarter-tones, Latin American Rhythms, World Music, and Welcome 
Workshop on the first day.

ACCOMMODATION IN AN AMAZING HOTEL
Palace “W Turznie”, 2 hours away from Warsaw (Western Poland, near to the German 
border). A 19th century palace raised in the beautiful Polish countryside. Services included 
in the price are: swimming pool, spa wellness, modern and well equipped conference 
rooms, tennis courts, volleyball sand pitch and 19-hectare park with its own lake. For those 
who look for nature - there is a space for open countryside walks, and as usual for that 
time of the year, great sunny weather.

9 days of vocal workshops: vocal technique, musicality and style 
while relaxing in a beautiful summer camp. Top voice coaches from 
all over the world including: Switzerland, Gabón, Peru, UK, Brazil, 
Ireland, Uruguay and Poland. Our workshops are designed for all 
levels, from amateur to professional singers and actors.
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Both for actors and singers who practice singing as a hobby 
and those who are already professionals. Our Camp is excep-
tional and unique around the world because of the safe and 
supportive atmosphere everybody creates and our amazing 
teacher team, who are the top in the world on their specialty.

Every year Camp is attended by students coming from all over 
the world: LAST YEAR we had people from over 30 countries 
flying in from 4 continents.

All Vocal Camp workshops are held only in English. Vocal Camp 
is ONLY FOR ADULTS (over 18’s).

Vocal camp suits everyone
who wants to improve their voice,
performance and musicality.
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Morning Every day Vocal Lessons, ALL Afternoon Regular Workshops and Evening
Activities, 9 days accommodation and 3 daily buffet meals.

 
Departure is on Saturday 29th after breakfast.

The exact descriptions of all workshops and price can be found below.

When the evening comes, we are still singing! Our program includes evening 
activities, such as our famous open mics nights when all participants are invited to
sing on a professional stage. But don’t worry! You will feel like home. We make sure 
we all create a great and supportive atmosphere. Vocal Camp ends with a final 
concert on Friday 28th night.

A choice of 16 different style/artistry workshops where you can participate in any of 
your choice, as well as participating in the Regular Workshop for everybody: “Gospel 
Choir”. Afternoon Regular Workshops will be held every day (except Friday 28th). 
During Camp you can always swap workshops if you find your choice not interesting 
enough. Check Page 7 to see the full workshop schedule

Each day you will have the chance to have a 30-minute Private Vocal Lesson with a 
certified voice teacher. Also, if you are going on full learning mode, you can take 
advantage of our morning Additional Workshops (check page 7 to see the schedule). 
Private lessons and Additional Workshops are held every day (except Tuesday 25th).

IMPORTANT:
IMPORTANT: 

STYLE AFTERNOONS 

EVENING ACTIVITIES: 

VOCAL CAMP FEE INCLUDES:

TECHNIQUE MORNINGS, PRACTISING YOUR VOCAL TECHNIQUE

All classes will be taught in English.
Transport from the airport to the Camp and back costs an extra charge of 60€

Program
Vocal Camp is divided in three modules: 

(return ticket). 



ACCOMODATION

GETTING THERE
FLIGHTS NEED TO BE BOOKED TO WARSAW!

Our venue is the amazing Palace in Turzno, a unique place in Western Poland, located in 
the beautiful Polish countryside. The palace has amazing facilities designed for all 
year-round leisure and recreation activities – even Frederic Chopin stayed here a couple 
of times! Hotels offer includes a wide range of services, beautiful rooms, conference 
rooms for all workshops and private vocal lessons, outdoor heated swimming pool, spa 
wellness, 16-hectare park, own lake, etc. We all share a double room with their own 
private bathroom and coffee/tea machine.

There are two AIRPORTS: Chopin or Modlin Airport. You can book a flight to either of 
them. For people coming from abroad or those who need transport FROM WARSAW TO 
THE CAMP, you can take our fun SHUTTLE BUS for 60 EUR (both ways in total). It’s about 2 
hours drive.

Our shuttle bus leaves from both Airports on Friday 21st July around 3.30pm (for those 
who decide to go to Warsaw any day earlier and stay in the city, they need to come to the 
airport at 3pm).

Our shuttle bus will leave the Camp to both airports on 29th July around 10.30am.

3 times a day we will have a delicious, home-style cuisine, including vegetarian and gluten
free options (meals are included on the Camp fee). In our hotel there are also a bar, a 
little lake, lots of amazing parks to walk, few chill out areas and incredible spa (included in
the price) where you can spend your free time. In the evenings we socialise, have fun 
while drinking and singing! We also have coffee shop open all day with home baked cakes.

IMPORTANT! Book your flights in time to be able to take our shuttle bus - from both airports 
to the Camp it takes around 2 hours drive! (If that’s not possible, contact us and we will help you
to find and alternative way to go to Camp). If your flight is delayed, we will arrange an 
alternative transport for you. Any additional nights you may stay, before or after Camp, are not
covered by us. Private transport outside the mentioned times are not covered by us neither.
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28  JULY, FRIDAY

22ND – 27TH JULY,

29TH JULY, SATURDAY

21ST JULY, FRIDAY - ARRIVAL FROM 16:30

SATURDAY TO FRIDAY (except Tuesday 25th - free morning)

Welcome to Vocal Camp, accommodation in your rooms, getting to know the place

(see schedule below). Please notice that work-
shops from 17:50 - 18:50 are 3-day workshops. Please, choose one workshop from
each row.

 - Individual lessons (30 min) each participant 
will receive a fixed time for everyday lessons in accordance with your Additional 
Workshops choice time. You will have your private lesson everyday with the same 
coach (except Tuesday - free morning).

10:00 -14:00 | ADDITIONAL WORKSHOPS (see schedule below). Please notice that 
Additional Workshops are 3-day workshops and there are 1 or 2 happening at the 
same time.

During the entire morning, there will be private lessons and Additional Workshops. 
In the afternoon, we will have some free time to hang out and do the last rehearsals 
in groups for our evening Final Concert in the theatre.

21:30 FINAL CONCERT WITH DINNER - FINAL PARTY 

 - Bus leaves to the airports (Notice! The bus will be leaving around 10:30am 
from the venue - your flight back shouldn’t be earlier than 2pm).

09:30 | BREAKFAST

08:30 - 10:00 | BREAKFAST

09:30 - 14:00 | PRIVATE VOICE LESSONS

19:00 - 21:30 

21:30 – WELCOME WORKSHOP ALL TOGETHER

14:00 - 14:45 | LUNCH

14:45 - 15.30 | FREE / COFFEE / CHATTING / MEDITATION TIME 

15:30 - 20:00 | REGULAR WORKSHOPS 

20:00 - 20:45 | DINNER

21:00 | CONCERTS, OPEN MIC NIGHTS, MOVIES, BONFIRE NIGHT, PARTIES, ETC.!
TH

Welcome Dinner, Teachers and their workshop’s introduction. 

10:30AM

by Pieter Coenaerts



ARABIC ORIENTAL SCALES 
AND QUARTER TONE SINGING 1

Krystel Dib 

PRACTICAL GUIDE OF LATIN
AMERICAN MUSIC

13:00 - 14:00

10:00 - 11:00

11:00 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:00

ARABIC ORIENTAL SCALES AND
QUARTER TONE SINGING 2

10:00 - 14:00

17:50 - 18:50

16:40 - 17:40

15:30 - 16:30

BRAZILIAN CHOIR 

20:00

8:30 - 10:00

09:30 - 14:00

19:00 - 19:45

14:00 - 14:45 

 ROCK

GOSPEL CHOIR

LUNCH

FREE TIME

STYLING TOOL BOX RHYTHM FOR SINGERS
Ian Davidson

Wagner Barbosa

Matthew Colthart

Cathal Jack

Rachel Black

Rachel Black

Matthew Colthart

Ian Davidson

Julie Miles

Rachel Black

Magda Navarrete Melissa Toy

Andres Martorell

Wagner Barbosa 

30 MIN. EVERY DAY VOICE LESSONS (except Tuesday - free morning) 

INTRODUCTION TO APPLIED
MUSIC THEORY

ROOM 1 ROOM 2

DINNER

BREAKFAST

ROOM 1

PRIVATE VOICE LESSONS

ROOM 2

REGULAR WORKSHOP 

REGULAR WORKSHOP 

REGULAR WORKSHOP 

 REGULAR WORKSHOP 

SATURDAY - SUNDAY - MONDAY 

(choose one)

(choose one)

(choose one)

SATURDAY - SUNDAY - MONDAY

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

(for everybody)

ADDITIONAL WORKSHOPS

IMPROVISED CHOIR
Zosia Prucnal

 

IMPROVISED MUSICAL

BULGARIAN HARMONIES 1
Velin Markov

Krystel Dib

AFRICAN CHOIR

BE YOUR OWN TEACHER

VOCAL TECHNIQUE 

ARABIC CHOIR

BULGARIAN HARMONIES 2

Cathal Jack

Julie Miles

Zosia Prucnal

Gwen Thomas

Melissa Toy

Velin Markov

LET’S CHANGE UP A COVER 
“POSTMODERN JUKEBOX” STYLE

MUSICAL THEATRE

POP CHOIR

A' CAPELLA

 BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY
 CHOIR JAZZ 2

 JAZZ 1 HOW TO MAKE SONG
YOUR OWN

CREATIVE PERFORMANCE

7 PATHS TO EMOTION

DEAL WITH STAGE FRIGHT
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WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY - FRIDAY

14:45 - 15:30

Gwen Thomas

BUILDING UP YO UR 
REAL ARTISTIC PROJECT

Sandro León

WORLD MUSIC
Magda Navarrete

Magda Navarrete

Krystel Dib

VOCAL EFFECTS
Sandro León

Andrés Martorell
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Poland / Spain
Founder of European Vocal Camp
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IMPROVISED MUSICAL
Can you imagine what it would be like to go on stage and not know what you're going to sing? How will you sing? With whom and about what? Fear???? 
Well, that's exactly the point. Improv is a theatre technique from Chicago that vocalists also use to "search within themselves" for new shades, colours, 
and ways of self-expression. It's about building characters quickly, without thinking, just on based on feelings. In this colourful workshop you will learn 
how to build sung scenes from which you can quickly "fathom" the punch line, how to make quick decisions and rely on your partner and their ideas, 
how to draw from them, how to draw from the presence of others on stage in a correct way. How to work on reactivity and proactivity on stage. etc. I 
hope we come out with a crazy musical at the end. With a 1st and 2nd act!

WORLD MUSIC  
Put your seat belts on and let yourself go to undiscovered and new music lands.
First session will be dedicated to understand how music was travelling between continents and cultures. Second sessions will be about rhythms. Third 
session will be more practical and we will try to sing some crazy sounds. We will explore Indian, flamenco and Jewish ornaments, melodies and rhythms.

CREATIVE PERFORMANCE
Many artists reach a point where they start to lack expression, motivation and creativity. And on stage it becomes difficult to find depth, authenticity and 
true emotion. In this workshop we will work with the Improv technique, a theatrical technique that opens up our laughing, cool, healthy creativity. We'll 
laugh and fool around. But we might also cry a bit together, work on building depth in the characters we sing about. We will also work in a circle, with 
elements of meditation, support and yes, to get in touch with our inner artist. I will also show you how to do exercises to choose the right path for 
ourselves in moments of crisis.

Magda Navarrete is a voice coach, professional singer, performer & dancer. Founder of many 
worldwide events and projects. Stands on stage from last 30 years singing and performing, recording 
albums and touring the world as a singer and as a teacher. Magda together with her husband Andres 
created several international projects that are dedicated to create space and place for other singers 
and artists to grow. Learning from her own experiences, from teaching around the world, and as well 
from being part of several singing organisations - brought her to cofound the Modern Vocal Training 
Institute - looking for better knowledge and better opportunities for others to develop themselves.

Magda’s specialty is World Music. Developing her talent and honing her skills since she began singing at 
nine years old, Magda has gained vast multicultural experience while travelling and working around the 
world. Born in Warsaw, she studied music and anthropology in Madrid. While living in Madrid, she sang 
with flamenco musicians and learnt from the masters of this style. She sings boleros, latin and gypsy 
music, flamenco, polish traditional music and many fusion music. She has collaborated on multiple 
musical productions and festivals all over the world, including Colombia, Venezuela, Mexico, New York, 
Romania, Germany, Morocco, Ireland, Finland, Czech Republic, Switzerland, etc.

As a performing artist, Magda’s unusual style is a result of her consciously letting different musical 
styles influence her. Magda has recorded 4 albums: “Chilli” with Noche de Boleros (released on Warner 
Music and distributed on the Polish, Spanish and German markets), “IMAN” under her own name, 
“Warsaw Lutoslawski” with Peter Steczek and string orquesta, and “Mezihra” with her international 
band Czech-Polish, Caravana Banda which is headline group of many world music festivals and 
theatres like Dublin Fringe Festival, NOSPR in Katowice, etc. 
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7 PATHS TO EMOTION
You know how much you can learn from observing the best singers in the world, right? Imagine that you will have a compilation of best vocal moments 
and examples of incredible artistry in one place. In this very, very practical workshop you will learn the technical tools used by professional singers to 
create their own and unique singing style. So you can apply some of them into your singing and own search for personal style. And also, how to 
train/develop those tools. Understanding what best voices in the world are actually “doing” – makes you a really self- conscious singer and artist. Join us 
for the 7 style emotions!

VOCAL TECHNIQUE
"MUST HAVE" workshop! Good vocal technique is the path to vocal freedom and voice development. A workshop on vocal technique led by Andres - 
founder of Modern Vocal Training and one of the most required teachers in the world - will show you how to use your voice in a healthy, correct way and 
what is there behind all vocal exercises. How to scientifically explain and hear what your voice needs. And most importantly, how to exercise and care for 
your voice in a healthy way.

Andrés is one of the founders of the Modern Vocal Technique Institute. A vocal coach, voice builder/researcher, speech 
coach, teacher trainer and professional performer. He was born in Uruguay and is now living between Spain and Ireland. 
For over 20 years, he has studied vocal technique in North America and Europe with some of the world’s top voice 
teachers while also working a very busy performing schedule. In SLS, he reached certification level 5. Andrés has trained 
over 1,500 voices, from “shower singers” to Grammy Award winners to various Multi- Platinum singers and #1 USA 
Billboard Artists. Besides regularly teaching in-person and online private lessons all over the world, Andrés’ knowledge 
has been shared via online webinars for voice teachers and singers worldwide. Since 2011, Andrés has worked as a 
lecturer for the National University of Ireland, where he created his own speech program that combines modern singing 
vocal technique, vocal science, and his own speech training as Lecturer in Voice Coaching for the master’s degree in 
Conference Interpreting at the National University of Ireland, Galway (NUIG). 

Additionally, Andres works as a guest speaker at The School of Medicine of Ireland and at CVI Denmark, from 2015. As 
composer and songwriter, Andrés has successfully written songs for many artists that have made it to various 
international charts. One of his own musical projects, Baile An Salsa, was currently produced by five-time Grammy 
winner and producer Walter Flores. Andres also performs as a professional singer of Tango music and have performed 
on some very well know Concert Halls in Europe with many Philharmonic/Symphonic orchestras, plus having a very 
special appearance as tenor at the worldwide renown classical concert hall NOSPR, Poland, in the operetta “María” de 
Buenos Aires.

Andrés’ devotion for singing has not only compelled him to train hard to become a voice coach with a great reputation 
worldwide, but to live the experience himself as a singer, touring around the world with many different musical projects, 
his Band Baile An Salsa has toured USA in 4 occasions. Andrés is also very passionate about vocal science. To educate 
himself in this subject, he attended numerous voice teacher conferences and vocal seminars worldwide, including Ingo 
Titze’s Vocal Science Seminars at the National Center for Voice and Speech (NCVS) in Salt Lake City, Utah. He served as 
the head of vocal science and research in IVA from 2013 to 2015. One of Andrés’ greatest passions is traveling all over the 
world teaching. He has been giving vocal workshops in Uruguay, Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Ireland, UK, Spain, USA, 
Sweden and Denmark.
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ROCK
This workshop will explore what makes Rock singing the powerful style it is. We will delve into the style, 
quirks and some of the techniques which give it its unique feel. There will be an emphasis on learning 
how to deconstruct how Rock singers we listen to create their own style and tone so that we ourselves 
may adopt some of their ‘feel’ in our own singing. This will be a collaborative workshop where all 
participants will be invited and encouraged to sing.

BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY CHOIR
The Bohemian Rhapsody workshop group will very simply spend the duration of the workshop arranging 
a vocal performance of this mercurial song. As a group we will learn, arrange and perfect a choral 
performance. As it is a song which is difficult to perform live, this workshop at European Vocal Camp, with 
so many talented singers in attendance, will afford a rare opportunity to perform one of contemporary 
music’s true masterpieces.

Cathal Jack is a vocal coach, lead vocalist and bassist from Ireland. He has studied voice 
since 2007 and has been an active vocal coach since 2009. Touring from his teenage 
years, he has built up a wealth of experience in the live music industry built up over 
thousands of shows.

A self-described ‘singers problem solver’, Cathal’s ethos in voice training and workshops 
is centred on the adoption and application of what is practical for the singer to feel more 
potent, confident and consistent in their singing. As a member of Modern Vocal Training 
he is currently researching on stage monitoring and its use by singers. This is Cathal’s 7th 
European Vocal Camp.
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JAZZ IMPROVISATION
Improvisation is creating on the spot without preparation - often within a given framework or structure. 
That framework can be a chord progression or a specific rhythm or a story. The improvisation is 
spontaneous drawing on musical vocabulary and skills that we already have inbuilt. In this class we will 
look at laying down the building blocks that allow for improvisation from rhythm cells to Scale choices 
and the very language itself as we respond to the underlying framework of the chord progression...

STYLING TOOLBOX
How do we marry technique with style choices? How do we move from solid technique to more creative 
freedom in our storytelling? How can I connect my voice better to the requirements of the genre? This 
course lays out different tools for expressing yourself in your song, as well as giving you a better of idea 
of what stylistic devices are required for different genres. We will look at how to connect with the rhythm 
or groove of the song, phrasing devices, ornamentation and simple effects, texture and colour as well as 
how to connect with your own experience in the telling of your story in the song.

Educational Team Director with Modern Vocal Training, Rachel Black has over 20 years experience as a 
singer, guitarist and voice teacher. She works with industry signed artists and leads in West End shows, 
Olivier Award winners, Grammy award winning singers and producers as well as working as voice coach 
for Warner Atlantic Records. She has worked on ‘The Voice’ Australia, “io canto’ Italy, and is a regular 
teacher with European Vocal Camp. She is Tutor/Lecturer of Voice Techniques at BIMM University, London 
and has a passion for developing artists as well as a special interest in and extensive knowledge of the 
many different vocal methods. Some of Rachel’s regular clients include Grammy Award winning recording 
artists and producers, notably Seal, Trevor Horn (Buggles, Yes), Boy George (Culture Club), Steve Hogarth 
(Marillion), Jim Lowe (Stereophonics, Herbie Hancock), Japanese star Hikaru Utada, plus leading stars of the 
West End musicals including two lead ‘Michael Jackson’s from “Thriller”; Olivier Award winning Dreamgirls 
lead, Adam Bernard (“Thriller”, “Star Wars”, BBC TV), Michael Duke (“Thriller”), The Lion King, and many 
other West End shows. She has been involved in projects with giants of the acting world such as Sir 
Christopher Lee (Dracula, Saruman, Scaramanga) and musicians of the Rock world from Yes, Supertramp, 
ELO as well as TV celebrity/singers including Alesha Dixon. Her masterclasses have been attended by stars 
of the European stage including “Operacion Triunfo” star Rosa Lopez, actor Javier Godino (“El Secreto de 
sus Ojos”), San Remo festival winners i Baraonna and many others.
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PRACTICAL RHYTHM FOR SINGERS
6 days of intensive training in rhythm. Sounds like too much? Barbosa thinks it is never enough. Rhythm 
is the most primitive aspect in music and for that reason, the most powerful tool to create/reinforce 
musical nuances, lyrics, emotions and GROOVE. Are you good in rhythm? Barbosa wants to check that.

BRAZILIAN CHOIR
Brazilian music is a deep ocean of amazing content. Let’s sing some choir arrangements of some classical 
Bossa Nova songs. "Girl from Ipanema" in a vocal ensemble, yes... and some more! It will twist your mind 
and the way you sing for good. Brazilian Choir will be our way to sing, create and feel this amazing 
atmosphere of enlightenment, complexity
and great energy. Prepare your voice, your mind and your body since Brazilian choir is more than just 
singing, it is a full brand new experience of sounding, dancing, moving... it is magical.

Wagner Barbosa is a brazilian voice teacher, singer, guitarist and enthusiast of music and 
music teaching that now lives in Lisbon - Portugal. His YouTube channel (about voice 
training, in Portuguese, reaches 500.000 subscribers in the next months.) As producer 
Barbosa was the responsible for all the voices of the closing ceremony for the Olympic 
Games Rio2016.

He has been performing and teaching France, Switzerland, Belgium, Argentina, Estonia, 
Poland and Brazil. Some Stars of Brazilian music trusted their voices to Barbosa's care, 
such as Gal Costa, Criolo, Martinho da Vila, Roberta Sá, Xênia França, Verônica Ferriani, 
Marcelo Jeneci, Vitao e Giana Viscardi.
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GOSPEL CHOIR

A CAPELLA CHOIR

Ian Davidson, Educational Director of Modern Vocal Training, is an internationally renowned 
vocal coach and teacher trainer based in Liverpool in the UK. He has been training voices since
2004 and is a founding member of the Vocology in Practice teacher network and a teacher 
trainer for the BAST (Be A Singing Teacher) organisation.

In the past Ian lectured in vocals at the world-renowned Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts
(LIPA) and at the Institute of the Arts in Barcelona. He has performed as a Gospel Artist all over
the UK and is specialised in arrangement and conducting of choral music. Ian completed an MA 
in Music in 2014 where he specialised in the psychology of performance, focusing in particular on
the issue of tone deafness in the western world. He has studied under some of best teachers and
vocal researchers in the world and continues to study to this day. Ian is a passionate teacher and
loves training and mentoring new singing teachers.

“The human voice is the organ of the soul.” Learn how to use only the human voice to create a full
instrumental and vocal arrangement, like the popular acapella group, Pentatonix!

Gospel Choir is a great opportunity for us all to come together after a long day and simply enjoy the 
enormous pleasure of singing. Getting our heart rates to synchronise with one another and to feel the 
endorphins flowing as we learn how to sing fantastic harmonies and share our voices as one amazing 
company of singers. Ian will be taking us through one or two songs, encouraging us to perfect our ears 
and our vocal technique whilst gaining an appreciation for this amazing style of singing. Truly the perfect 
way to round off a busy day before relaxing into the evening activities.
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HOW TO MAKE A SONG YOUR OWN
As singers we just love hearing a new song by a great artist that we can’t wait to cover. It can be very 
impressive to reproduce it as well as the original however unless you are a tribute act or at a karaoke 
don’t you want yourself and your cover to be more memorable by really making it your own?
In this practical, all singing workshop, we will explore ways of putting your own stamp on your favourite 
well-known, classic cover songs by reimagining and reinterpreting them in creative, inter- esting, and 
hopefully even surprising ways. Once you try this you will be hooked & maybe at least one of your 
creations could even go viral in 2023! 

LET’S CHANGE UP A COVER “POSTMODERN 
JUKE” STYLE!
“PMJ” is known for reworking popular modern music into different vintage genres, especially early 20th 
century forms such as swing and jazz. They have been dazzling audiences for over a decade by covering 
some the most classic songs & changing them in mind-blowing & immensely entertain- ing ways.
In this workshop we will do exactly that & have so much fun along the way... and remember, It Don’t 
Mean a Thing if You Aint Got That Swing!

Having helped thousands of singers throughout her career, Julie Miles has rapidly become one of 
the UK’s most highly rated vocal coaches. Her services are now sought-after Worldwide and she 
teaches online in more than 10 Countries as well as in her custom built performance studio.
She’s worked with successful contestants on a vast range of top TV talent shows, including The X 
Factor, Britain’s Got Talent, America’s Got Talent, The Voice, The Voice Kids, Got What It Takes? 
and Junior Eurovison. Julie also appeared as one of the 100 in Saturday night BBC One primetime 
TV show, All Together Now, as well as Little Mix’s BBC talent programme, The Search in which she 
worked alongside television producers as both a talent scout and vocal coach. Julie works closely 
across all the main TV competitions, regularly being approached by their producers to host 
showcases for her talented list of students and music industry hopefuls. Over 20 of her students 
have now competed on the main UK TV talent competitions, generating over 60 million combined 
views of their performances online. Successful students include Courtney Hadwin, who received 
the ‘golden buzzer’ from judge Howie Mandel on America’s Got Talent in 2018. Her distinct 
performance gained hundreds of mil- lions of views online earning her a place in the top 4 most 
viral auditions in AGT history. Courtney was initially signed to Simon Cowell and is now signed to 
a major US label. She continues to work regularly with Julie.
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AFRICAN CHOIR

BUILDING UP AUTHENTIC ARTISTIC PROJECT

Gwen is a vocal coach with an orientation towards artistic development and music 
production. He has been working with artists for more than 10 years, not only on the vocal 
aspect but also on their artistic identity. Gwen coaches artists to develop their vocal potential 
and to create authentic and relevant artistic projects.

His clients range from Latin Grammy Award nominated artists to artists looking to start a 
career. His greatest pleasure is to help artists create the artistic project that suits them. 
Gwen is the creator of the podcast “L’Artiste Authentique” - The Authentic Artist - which you 
can find on all streaming platforms.

The African Choir is an exciting experience to discover traditional African singing styles. In Africa, there is 
no such separation between the everyday life, the dance and the singing. They are all connected. In this 
workshop, we will discover with a cheerful and immersive approach a new freedom and new ways to 
explore our vocal talent.

Come and learn one of the songs from the traditional African repertoire, with the harmonies and 
movements that will resonate so deeply and beautifully!

You have been singing for years? You compose your own songs? You have already recorded an album 
(an EP or a single) and you did not have the success you expected from this project? You want to start a 
career but don't know where to begin? This workshop will help you define the artist you want to be and 
develop the music project that suits you.

Nowadays, artists are expected to have a set of skills and knowledge that allows them to create a relevant 
artistic project. This knowledge combines, among other things, knowing how to define their identity and 
the artistic direction of their projects. And if you want to succeed as an artist, you must cultivate a specific 
mindset. The way you think can make or break your artistic enterprise.

This workshop will give you the keys to the psychology of today's artist and the elements you need to 
know to survive in the jungle of the music industry.
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MUSICAL THEATRE
In this course we will be learning an ensemble piece, with dialogue and movement so you can get the 
chance to experience the feeling of performing in a show. We will be looking at acting through song, 
connecting with an audience as well as harmony work and lead singing. This is ideal for those who have a 
passion for theatre and are interested in working in the performing arts.

POP CHOIR
In this course we will be learning all things pop. From styling, riffs and runs to backing singing and pop 
pronunciation. This is not to be missed by those who have an interest as an artist or working as a session 
singer.

Matt has been performing professionally since the age of 15 when he joined the UK’s 
premier gospel choir LCGC. Since then he has worked as both a singer and vocal arranger for 
many artists including Florence and the Machine, Tom Grennan, Westlife, Will Young, Leona 
Lewis, and Barry Manilow, before making his cross over into theatre.

Theatre Credits include: On Your Feet UK Tour (Ensemble cover Emilio Estefan), Dear Evan 
Hansen West End (Virtual Community), Beautiful West End &amp; UK Tour (Barry), Dirty 
Dancing UK tour (Billy), Dreamboats and Petticoats UK tour (Norman), On Your Feet 
(ensemble cover Emilio Estefan), Florence and the Machine Teenage Cancer Trust Concert 
Royal Albert Hall, Tom Grennan Teenage Cancer Trust Concert Royal Albert Hall.
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VOCAL EFFECTS
An interesting exploration through games and group dynamics to discover what our voice can do in a 
safe and fun way in the search of different vocal effects for our singing. You will discover the different 
sound possibilities stored in our memory through physiological engrams and muscle memories, so you 
can use them in your favour in various contexts and possibilities of your inter- pretation, contributing 
stylistically to your vocal identity. It will be a journey of colours and tones with various levels of distortion!

LATINOAMERICAN MUSIC
This workshop is an exploration through the singing of some of the most outstanding genres of Latin 
American music such as cumbia, bolero, salsa, landó, waltz, among others. Each genre has a particular 
philosophy and mystique that must be understood and their singing is no exception. You will learn the 
technical and stylistic bases to sing according to the genre, through sensory exploration and the 
understanding of common rules and patterns to follow, such as rhythm, phras- ing, stylistic tools, etc. 
Likewise, it will be a moment of integration to share in a group some of the most popular songs of Latin 
American culture.

Peruvian singer, vocal coach and researcher of the world of voice. He is the creator, founder and president 
of the "Peruvian Singing Association" (APECAN). Sandro is a Level 3 Modern Vocal Training certified vocal 
coach and is the Regional Mentor for Peru, Colombia and Bolivia. He has studies in Vocal 
Anthropophysiology, Vocal Drives, BAST, CVT, Estill Voice, Vocology in Practice and SLS. In Peru he has been 
a professor of vocal technique at the Peruvian University of Applied Sciences.

Sandro has worked on renowned musicals such as "Le Cage Aux Folles" and "Addams Family", and was a 
Vocal Coach for musicals such as "Pantaleón y las Visitadoras", "Billy Elliot" and "Mamma Mia". He was a 
vocal coach for the television programs "LA VOZ Perú" and "LA VOZ Kids". He has worked with nominees 
and winners of the Latin Grammys, MTV Latin America, Heat Awards such as Luis Enrique, Gianmarco, Eva 
Ayllon, Toño Jauregui (Libido), Cesar Mancilla (Cosa Nuestra), Yahaira Placencia, among others.

As backing vocalist, Sandro worked with artists such as Jerry Rivera, Reyli, Amauri Gutiérrez, Al- berto Plaza, 
Noel Schajris, Maia, Jorge Villamizar, among others. He has recorded an album enti- tled "Abrazos del Alma" 
as a tribute to the cultural brotherhood between Peru and Brazil, receiving good reviews from the press. He 
has recorded collaborations in important productions of his coun- try and is currently a voting member of 
the Latin Grammys, a member of the Pan American Vocol- ogy Association - PAVA, and a member of The 
Voice Foundation.
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Zofia Prucnal 
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BE YOUR OWN TEACHER 
Practice should be fun. You are the one who controls how your voice develops most hours of the week, 
even if you’re taking regular lessons - why not understand your brain better and learn how to make sure 
you’re progressing fast and having fun along the way? I’ll show you some tricks and ideas for making 
practice work for you effectively and fit in your reality, plus we’ll be unlocking the beautiful muscle 
memory that is already there so you can sing freely. We’ll be overcoming bad habits and supercharging 
the good ones to get the most out of your lessons, and letting that ex- cess control and overthinking go. 
This time you’re in the driver’s seat!

IMPROVISED CHOIR
Some call it "confidence laboratories" - improvised choir singing truly is a space where you can let your 
voice go and explore without feeling self-conscious. The goal is to create something together with other 
singers, going further than just jamming to yourself with other people around. I’ll be giv- ing you guidance 
and fun exercises to get the most out of this experience, and you’ll be developing active listening, 
harmony singing, improvisation skills, impulse control, musical creativity, even bat- tling stage fright, all 
that while allowing your voice to flow as it is at any given moment, rather than trying to control a million 
things about it at once. Who knows, maybe we accidentally create a great song together?

Zofia has been training singers and groups since 2013. She runs Warsaw Vocal Studio in Warsaw, Poland. 
She has taught hundreds of singers over the years, with her clients ranging from amateurs to professionals 
of Poland’s Musical Theatre and commercial music scenes, as well as voice teachers, speakers, actors and 
singers in need of voice rehabilitation. She has also consulted on MTV Poland and TVP projects and ran 
workshops in Poland and abroad. As a Regional Mentor for Poland in Modern Vocal Training, she is 
supporting nearly thirty teachers in their training.

Constantly studying different methods and approaches in teaching voice, she is most passionate about 
finding effective ways of utilising the students’ unique traits and perspectives in their teach- ing process. By 
taking into account not only the students’ voices, but also their everyday realities, practice habits, 
psychological traits, experiences and personalities, she has created an effective approach where students 
become confident as their own teachers during home practice. 

She has performed and recorded as a backing vocalist with several Polish artists, as well as in in- dependent 
projects, but it is choirs and vocal groups that bring her greatest fulfilment. She has successfully both 
performed in and ran vocal groups of different levels of advancement, seeing it as a unique opportunity for 
singers to develop their musical sensitivity. She is currently working on her own material.
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DEAL WITH STAGE FRIGHT
Some call it nerves, some call it anxiety, others call it excitement... whatever you call it, let’s talk about it.
This informative workshop is designed to being more awareness to the condition of performance anxiety 
so that artists (and teachers!) can better help themselves, their fellow musicians, and students. 
Throughout the workshop you will explore the conditions that contribute to the development of 
performance anxiety, potential triggers, and symptoms. You will also learn a selection of tools that can 
help you work towards living in harmony with performance anxiety. Through a process of exploration 
and connection we sill share our experiences and fears of stage fright/nerves/performance anxiety so 
that we can start to normalise our experiences and better support each other.

INTRODUCTION TO APPLIED MUSIC THEORY
This workshop is designed for anyone who would like to feel more secure in their knowledge of music theory. Through a 
selection of interactive activities participants will develop a working knowledge of basic theoretical concepts such as 
harmony, notation, scales, and rhythm. More importantly, participants will explore how these theoretical concepts can be 
applied to the real world of music in a way that is creative, playful, and fun!

Mel is a singer, songwriter, and vocal coach specialising in contemporary commercial music. As a vocal 
coach, Mel has worked with students of all ages and experience across a variety of styles and artistic 
mediums. In addition to her private practice, Mel works as a vocal coach/lecturer for BIMM London, a senior 
coach at the Sing Space, and has provided lectures on performance anxiety in performing artists for The 
Voice Study Centre (formally The Voice Workshop) in the UK.
As a performer, Mel has performed as a vocalist and pianist for projects across various genres including 
musical theatre, jazz, world music, rock, and pop. She is presently developing material for several projects 
primarily within the alternative pop/rock genre.

Mel is a qualified vocal coach with international organisations including Modern Vocal Training and the 
Institute of Vocal Advancement. She is also an accredited Vocal Habilitation Professional (Vocal Health 
Education). In addition, she has a degree in Creative Musicianship and an MSc in Psychology. Mel is currently 
undertaking doctoral research with University College London, where she is investigating the ongoing 
implications of music performance anxiety on the wellbeing of contemporary singers.
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Krystel Dib
Lebanon

ARABIC CHOIR

ARABIC ORIENTAL SCALES AND QUARTER
TONE SINGING 1 & 2
Did you know that there are more than 10 oriental scales that do not exist in western culture? Have you
ever listened to microtonal music? Have you ever attempted singing quarter tones?
You will be amazed! Welcome to my world! We will work on scales, how to apply and understand them.
And how to sing Quarter Tones and how to apply them in the western music and riffing.

Having studied the piano for seven years and specialised in harmony, Krystel Dib, born in Lebanon, holds a
Baccalaureate in Arabic Lyrical singing, studied Opera at the Lebanese National Higher Conservatory and
then focused on Oriental singing techniques. These three different vocal techniques gave her the ability to
sing in many different languages, cultures, and genres.
Alongside her university major in Business Administration, Krystel holds a minor in Music from the
renowned American University of Beirut. She participated in many masterclasses; in particular, Orchestral
Conducting masterclass and three Choral Conducting Masterclasses at the university of Oxford - UK.

Krystel is also an MVT level 2 certified vocal coach. She is the owner of “Cle De K” vocal studio where
coaching hundreds of vocal students. She was the music coach of several bands, and sang with more than
ten different choirs.

Krystel participated as a solo singer in recordings with the Grammy-nominated choir, Williamson Voices of
Westminster Choir College. She was also featured in an improvisation book and video recording in Oxford
and the U.S. She has also sung in prestigious venues in Lebanon and other international stages like in
Carnegie Hall - New York, Dubai Expo, Brussels, Stockholm, Paris, Saudi Arabia etc. She is also featured in
many recordings worldwide. Krystel is the co-founder and choir director of “Syncope”, a 40-member choir,
established in 2010.
Thousands of people have attended Syncope’s fundraising concerts supporting the mission of many local
and international NGOs.

Choir singing is always an absolute joy; but, how about attempting choir in Arabic tradition!
Arabic music is beautiful in its rich melodic framework, complex rhythmic structures and even in the pronunciation. We will
dive into beautiful tunes from the middle eastern culture, sync our heartbeats and sing together!
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Velin Markov
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BULGARIAN HARMONIES 1 & 2
Immerse yourself in the magical world of Bulgarian traditional music and harmonies. In this
workshop you will learn more about the traditional scales and vocal arrangements, experience the
Balkan vibrations from the inside-out and perhaps learn some of the language on the way. Prepare
to think outside of the box and learn some new ways to harmonise.

Velin is a vocalist and a certified MVT Level 3 vocal coach who practices acting and most importantly is a
free spirit. Born in Bulgaria and raised in a musical family, Velin started piano lessons at age 6. An year
later he joined a choir, continuing to practice his skills in the following years. After a falling out of music he
comes back as a part of a gospel choir as a soloist for part of the repertoire well as a church choir as a
tenor.

Starts developing his voice with Iskra Milkova and discovers EVC and after the first time is addicted and
doesn’t miss a single edition due to addiction to high energy as his own output and the vast knowledge
present. Having endless interest in all things musical, he employs his talent and fun-loving nature to
build harmonies and explore the psychological influences of group singing and resonance to soothe the
mind and soul.
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VOCAL CAMP FEE INCLUDES: 
•• 
• •

1) 390€ Booking Fee for Vocal Camp
2) 500€ by April 30th 2023
3) 500€ (600€ if late booking) to be paid before Vocal Camp

*Morning Additional Workshops are not included in the price.
NOTE! EXTRA ADDITIONAL MORNING WORKSHOPS - 40€ each workshop.
*Each Additional Workshop lasts 3 days = 40€ in total (check page 7 to see the schedule).

1.Email us to europeanvocalcamp@gmail.com or call +48 501-083-594 or +353 86-069-35-18
2.Fill up our Registration Form (we will email you the link)
3.Pay BOOKING FEE – 390€ by Bank Transfer to the following bank details:

Santander Bank - ES0300494434222710053091

*Only by paying the booking fee you will have a space guaranteed for XII Vocal Camp.

9 days Accommodation Daily 3 buffet Meals Every day Private Vocal Lessons with best 
world’s voice coaches ALL Afternoon Regular Workshops Evening Activities and Concerts

PLEASE NOTICE: BOOKINGS FEES ARE NOT REFUNDABLE
•As booking fees are not going to our organization (it goes to different expenses related to the event) we have
no possibility to do any refunds.
•BY PAYING THE BOOKING FEE YOU CONFIRM that you are aware of this and you agree on our booking
conditions.
•ONLY by paying the booking fee you will have a spot booked for you.
•In case of extreme world crisis (like pandemic) we will move all your payments to next year’s camp.

- 1390 € - - 1490 € -
EARLY BIRD PRICE 

(PAYING BOOKING FEE BEFORE 
1ST DECEMBER 2022)

LATE PRICE 
(PAYING BOOKING AFTER 

1ST DECEMBER 2022)

PAYMENT PLAN (3 PAYMENTS)

____________BOOKING POLICY PLEASE READ________________

TO REGISTER IN 3 STEPS
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